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Chu; Cr. .1.velopment began in 1979 as a result of a study indicating
that, whereas migrant children and middle class youth had similar
career aspirations in the early grades, the career information,
self awareness and decision making skills available to migrant
children in the later primary school years were severely limited.
Although the development and overall design of the curriculum was
done with migrant youth in mind, use of the curriculum has been by
migrant and non-migrant youth. Funding for the development and
production of the materials has come from a variety of sources
including CETA,the Career Incentive Act, and Migrant Section
143. There would appear to be an overall need for the type of
information CHOICE provides on the part of both migrant and non-
migrant youth. Therefore at present the intended audience would
be all of our school age youth (including high school dropouts).

The CHOICE curriculum is built on the three strands of career
education: (1) self awareness, (2) job and role information, and
(3) decision-making/goal attaining end is designed on two levels.
(The materials have been successfully used, however, in the upper
primary and lower secondary in a non-absolute fashion crossing
over the indicated level boundaries.)

The first level, Basic CHOICE, is for students in grades K
through 6. Each unit, B1-87, includes: (1) a pre- post-test, (2)
a consumable student log, (3) a teacher log, and (4) a set of a
minimum of 20 activity folders.

The pre- post-tests for B1-84 are in picture format for the
student with an accompanying teacher administration guide which
indicates the exact wording for each question. The tests for B5-
87 are in a written format with an accompanying teacher
administration guide which indicates directions and the exact
wording for each question should the teacher decide to read the
questions to the students. Answer keys for all tests are available
and included with the basic set of CHOICE materials.

The consumable student log ald accompanying teacher log contain
the Job and Role information for each unit. Each unit, BI-B7,
contains information from two of the U.S. Department of Labor
defined career clusters. Each log covers at least five
occupations of careers from each of the two clusters. The
student log contains worksheets related to language arts skills
using career related information. Worker stories in B1-B4 are
found in the teacher logs and designed to be read to the
students. Worker stories in 135-157 are contained in both the
student and teacher logs. The teacher logs contain all the student
log pages in addition to the stories, for Bl-B4, and additional
suggestee. activities and career related vocabulary, for 85-137.
All the teacher logs contain suggested answers to the student
exercises, but it is emphasized that any logical student answer
is to be accepted.

The activity folders on each level are divided into three sets,
one for each of the career education strands: (1) self awareness,
(2) job and role information, and (3) decision-making/goal



attaining. Each set of folders contains activities, stories,
poems, and game-type activities all designed to help the student
learn about career education and himself or hersflf.

The Advanced level of CHOICE materials consists of three texts.
Again the organizational and developmental format was based on
the three strands of career education and the l5 career clusters.

The first of the three texts is OCCUPATIONAL RESOURCES. This is
the job and role information text. It contains 60 selections, four
from each of the 15 career clusters, written in story, cartoon,
interview, fact sheet, and poetry format. Each selection contains
information on the tasks, skills, training and tools necessary to
the career or occupation as well as the reeling and mathematical
requirements for the job. Selection of the careers covered was
based on two factors. One, both entry level and advanced training
level jobs were chosen within each cluster. Two, actual
practicants of the job or occupation were interviewed as to
their tasks, skills, training and tools. After the selections
were written these same people were asked to review the stories
for accuracy. OCCUPATIONAL RESOURCES has been rewritten on both
the third and fifth grade reading levels as well as in the
original high school reading level. The information and technical
vocabulary has been maintained in the third and fifth grade
reading levels but other parts of the stories, cartoons and
interviews have been adapted to make reading easier.

The second text of the Advanced materials is CAREER NOTES. This
volume contains the self awareness and decision-making/goal
attaining information. It is designed to be used in individual
sections depending on the need of the student. Again various
formats have been used, including poetry, cartoon, and game
activities to provide interest for the students. The sections
included in CAREER NOTES are described in the Overview booklet.

The third text of the Advanced materials is MISSION INFORMATION.
MISSION INFORMATION is a manual designed to accompany work
exploration and experience programs. There are three sections;
Lhey are designed to be uzed independently of each other. The
first is on interviewing a worker to obtaia information about
his/her job or career. The second is a "shadowing* guide to lead
students through a worker shadow experience. The third section is
a guide to a work experience program. Each section leads the

student and teacher step by step through a discovery process. The
student learns where and how to acquire information and how to
organize his/her self knowledge and job knowledge in order to
make effective decisions.

All of the Advanced materials are presently available in Spanish
as well as in English. The Basic materials are in the process of
being prepared in Spanish. The Spanish editions are NOT direct
translations of the English, rather we have tried to produce a
parallel version which makes sense in Spanish.
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B--3 Travel Agent

Often, when peo:le want a vacation, they call or visit a travel

agent. Travel agents .help them plan where they want to go, how

to get there, and where to stay.

Travel agents work in offices where there are posters, pamphlets,

books and magazines about places to visit all over the world. They

use these tools to show people different kinds of vacations and

trips. Maps are used to show people places to visit. A travel

agent helps customers think about what things they like to do,

where they want to go, and how much money they want to spend.

When customers decide where they want to go, travel agents help

them make travel plans. They check timetables to see when and

wh-ze airplanes, ships, trains and buses are going. When the

cA..,:omers decide which kind of transportation they want to use,

travel agents ask the company to reserve, or hold, seats for the

customers. When the tickets are ready, they make sure that they

go to the right customers.

Travel agents also help people find a place to stay. They tell

customers about the types of hotels and motels available, the

services they offer, and how much they cost. Travel agents call

the hotel or motel to reserve or hold a room for their customers.

Visiting a travel agent before traveling is a wise thing to do.

The travel agent will help you have a fur vacation that suits your

needs.

8-3 Travel Agent

Draw a circle around those tools used by

Clockwise from poster: tickets, letters,

light, timetable, watch, ramp, travel pdm

COMMENTS:

Classifying Tools

travel agents at work.

travel book, map, traffic
Alets, screwdriver.



11-3 Travel Agent Classifying Toils-

Draw a circle around those tools used by travel agents at work.



B-I Ttavel Agent. Initio1 ionsonant Sound!;

A travel agent uses the telephone to call customers, airports, and

hotels. As you see, the telephones below have no cords. Let's

see which receivers match which telephones. Look at the letter

on the first receiver. What sound does the letter make? (/d/)

Now, look at the pictures on the telephones. Which picture

begins with the /d/ sound? Draw a line between the "d" receiver

and the telephone with the dustpan picture. (Continue in a eimilar

manner, or allow students to finish.independently.)

(When students finish): Put an X on the picture of the tool that

a travel agent uses at work.

COMMENTS:

2T



5-3 Travel Agent
In Consonant St nnds

Draw n line between cacti picture and the sound II begins with.

1111111morr-

I
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H- 3 "tavvl Agent Ma i n Ida

Pictures often tell stories. The pictures on your page tt,11 stories
about the travel agent. In each row are.two pictures. Under the
pictures is a sentence. When Y read the sentence to you, put an
X on the picture it tells about.

Look at the first two pictures. Now listen'while I say the
sentence. The travel ent uses the tele hone to call customers,
airlines, bus an tra n companies an ote s. Whic picture
best sows fa57714Einx nte ox intecorner of that
picture.

Continue in the same manner for the remaining rows of pictures.

The travel agent looks at maps to help people see where they
are_goinfl.

The travel agent shows peqple_pamphlets, books, .and

about places to travel.

The travel agent makes sure the customer vRetvets the

ThecustottIetraVelacrentfor the tickets.
1

People visit a travel agency to get help planning vacations
or trips.

COMMENTS:

T



ti- I itave I Agut

Put An X I tl t hc A. Ignr co I he p iet ut.t. t he Sent etict tle!;er

The travel agent uses the telephone to call customers, airlines,

bus and train companies and hotels.

The travel ag-mt looks at maps to help people see where they are

going.

Tht travel Aewni. !;buw::, pooplt% pamphlet:;, mag.wInps ,th(q.0

places to trLivol. 4



The travel agent makes sure the customer gets the right tickets.

The customer pays the travel agent for the tickets.

People-visit a travel agency to get help planning vacations sa

trips. 4 13



h- i Travel rwgcnt
Final Consonant. S.:.lunds

Most transportation tickets have two parts. When you get on the

bus ;, train, or airplane, the ticket taker takes one part of your

ticket. This helps the airline or bus company to keep track of

how many people they serve and how much money the customers paid.

The custdmer kt!ops the other half to prove that he paid for his

ticket.

On your page are many tickets that are. torn apart. Let's see if

we can match the tickets. /he ticke.t. in the left hand column

all have letters on them. The tickets in the right hand column

have pictures on them. Each of the pictures ends with the sound

of one of the letters atthe left. Draw a line between each

picture and the letter sound that pispare ends with. (Use first

letter as sample if necessary.) knife, map, costume, thread, book

(When students hake completed matching pictures to letters):

Circle the two tools a travel agent might use at work.

COMMENTS:

511'
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B-3 Travel Agent

d

Final Consonants

Draw a line between each picture and the sound it ends with.

I
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H-3 Travel kient
Classityin9/Dt.lil

Some of the tools in each row belong to the travel agent. Some

tools are not tools a t 'avel agent would use. Put an X on the

tool or tools in each row that are not used by the travel agent

at work.

COMMENTS:



B-3 Travel Agent Classifying/Detail

In each row, put an X on the tool or tools not used by a travel agent.

17 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



B-3 Travel Agent
Logical Validity

A travel agent has to learn to find transportation for customers

with many different needs. I am going to describe some travel

customers. On your page, circle the kind of transportation that

meets the customer's needs.

Look at the first row of boxes: on your page. What kinds of

transportation do you see? (airplane, bus, taxi) Now listen

as I describe a travel customer.

Mr. Lopez must go on a business trip 2,000 miles away! He

has a meeting, but must return home the same day. If you were

the travel agent, what kind of tickets would you get for

Mr. Lopez? (airplane) Why? Draw a circle around the box

that shows the airplane.

Continue in the same manner with the following situations.

Mrs. Jackson and her children are going to visit Grandma.

Because there are five of them, it would be too expensive to

fly. Since they have a week, there is no need to hurry.

What kind of tickets should the travel agent get? (bus)

Mr. and
month.
weather
hotels.
(ship)

Mrs. McDuff wish to take a restful vacation for a

They would like to see different places where the

is warm and sunny, but they don't want to chahge

What would be a good way for the McDuffs to travel?

Ms. Robinson's travel agent got her airplane tickets to

Denver, and a hotel room there. The travel agent forgot

that Ms. Robinson needed transportation to the hotel. What

transportation company should Ms. Robinson call? (taxi)



Cc`

11-3 Travel Agent

poop o
X.) %-)r

Logical Validity
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MIN
Listen to the situation and circle the correct transportation for the situation.

7 19
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8-3 Tour Guide

A tour guide tells visitors about the place they are visiting.

First, the tour guide must learn all of the facts and information

1 about the building or city where he works. Then, when people come

i

to see his building or city, he tells them all about it. The tour

guide answers any questions the visitors may have. Tour guides

must like to talk to people. They have to be pleasant and polite

at all times.

Some tour guides lead groups of people through museums or important

buildings. They learn all of the facts about the building and

what is in the building. They learn what parts of the building

most people enjoy. They learn interesting stories about their

building. If the tour guide works in a museum he learns about

all of the different displays. A museum or building tour gpide

may work with large or small groups of people. If he is leading

a large group of people, he may use a megaphone so the people

can hear him better. The megaphone is cone shaped and has openings

111` both "endN:-11then-the tour-guide-speaks. into-the: small-end of, .

the megaphone his voice carries farther, and more people can hear

him.

Another tour guide may show visitors the interesting places in a

city. He rides in a bus with the visitors. He usually tilk! into

a microphone so everyone on the bus can hear him. He tellim*be

visitors about the city, interesting places to see, and fun things

to do.

Tour guides make traveling more fun. They help us learn more about

the places we visit.

8-3 Tour Guide
Classifying. TOols

Draw a circle around the tools which may be used by tour guides.

Put an X on the tools not used by tour guides. Clockwise from

megaphone: helmet, pointer, microphone, map, whistle, bus.

COMMENTS:

a

8T
20



5-3 Tour Guldir rias91fying TOO'S

Draw a circle around thr tools which may be used by tom guides. Put an X OH the

tools not used by tour guides.

21



B-3 Tour Guide
Initial Consonant Sounds

A tour guide in a building or a museum may use a pointer to help

show people some interesting things. The pointer is a long wooden

or metal rod. The tour guide uses it to point to things, so the

visitors will notice them. Each pointer below has a letter written

on it. Draw a line from each pointer to a picture that begins

with the letter sound written on the pointer.

COMMENTS:

3



5-3 Tour Guide Initial Consonant Sounds

Draw a line Iron each letter to the picture that begins with that letter sound.

111,3111P

.0111-



11-3 Tour Guide Map Skills/Symbols

A tour guide might use a map to help hiM learri about interesting
places in his city. Naps use symbols to show where things are.

A symbol is a picture that is used instead of a word. The picture
or sym3lol must be clear so that everyone knows what it means
when they see it.

Look at the first row of symbols on your page. I am going to ask
you to circle one of the symbols in each line. On the first
line circle the symbol for church. Raw did you know which symbol
means church?

Continue in the same manner for: 2) farm, 3) school, 4) store.

5) house, 6)factory.7) apartment building, 8) lake, 9) river,

10) bridge.

S

10T



B-3 Tour Ovid,

In each row, draw a circle around the symbol which I name.

3

Nap Skills
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11-3 Tour Guide
Final Consonant Sounc

Some tour guides work on buses. They talk into microphones so

all of the people on the bus can hear what they say. On the

microphones below are letters. Match the microphones to the

buses by drawing a line from each microphone to the bus with the

picture that ends with that letter sound.(puppet, pig, bus)

(When students are finished): Circle the small picture of the

tool that is used by some tour guides.

14MENTS:'



B-3 Tour Guide.
'Final Consonant Sounds

Draw a line from each lgcter to the picture which ends with that letter sound.
Circle the tool that is used by tour guides.

COWINYRAE

MEW

12

---

28
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B-3 Tour Guide Map Skills
Following Directions

Maria's cousin is visiting from another town. Maria is going to

act as a tour guide for her cousin and show him around her

neighborhood. As I tell you where Maria and her cousin walked,
draw a line to show where they went.

Maria and David started from Maria's house and turned right on

the street. They walked down the street and turned the corner

by Maria's; church. Maria took David straight on this street.

They stopped on the bridge to look at the lake. Maria and David

continued on this street, and turned left at the next corner.
They walked down the street behind the lake, then turned the next

corner. They walked along the street between the lake and the farm

where Maria's beet friend lives. When Maria came to the next corner,

she turned again, so David could see the factory where her father

works. Since the factory was closed for the day, Maria took
David past the factory, to the next corner. They walked toward
the store, turned the corner and went into the store for some

juice. When they finished their juice, they continued down the
street, turned the corner by the apartment house, and walked to

the school playground and played on the swings for a while.

I.-

COMMENTS:

13T
29
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1-3 Tout Guide

Listen and draw a line to show the path Maria and David walked.

111:1117/71
0

RAVIMap Skills

no o

13 30



Travel Agent/Tour Guide Classifying Tools

This page shows a tour guide, a travel agent, and several tools.
Some tools belong to the tour guide; some to the travel agent.
Some of the tools are not used by either of these workers.

Draw a line from the travel agent to each of her tools. Draw a
line from the tour guide to.each of his tools. Put an X on the
tools not used by either worker.

COMIIENTS :

114IT

31



Travel Agent/Tour Guide

Draw a line from each tool to the worker who U688

not used by either worker.

it.

Classifying Tools

Put an X on the tools

wafsamosamamamosalmo,
aimappiewoomommia NOMIPIinalama

amalliallaaD

14
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S-3 Camp Counselor

In the summer many children go to summer camps.. They live at

the camp in cabins or tents. Several children stay in the same

cabin or tent. Children do Many things at camp. They learn about

nature, sports, and, crafts. There are many different kinds of

camps. Some camps ire for boys; others for girls. Some camps are

for children who need to lose weight; some are for children who are

handicapped.

Camp counselors teach and take care of the children at summer camp.

Each counselor is usually in charge of the group of children who

stay in one cabin or tent. The counselors make sure the children

get to their activities on time. They help children learn and

follow the rules of the camp. If a child is hurt, the counselor

sees that the child goes to the camp nurse.

Counselors teach many different things. Same counselorsoteach sports

like softball, swimming, canoeing, or waterskiinge. Other counselors

may teach arts And crafts like pottery making, weaving, or leather

crafts.
ti

Water sports are a big part of camp life. Counselors use canoes,

Waterskis, and diving boards to teach campers About water sports.

Counselors teach campers to enjoy water sports safely. Counselors

also teach campers to use other sports equipment safely when playing

games like football, softball or soccer.

S-3 Camp Counselor
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around thosb tools which might be used by camp

counselors at work.

CoofwENTS:

I ST 33



9-3 Camp Counselor Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around those tools which sight be used by camp counselors at work.

IS 34
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8-3 Camp Counselor Initial Cosonant Sounds

Some camp counselors teach children to play sports. One sport a

camp, counselor may teach is softball. Softball is played with a

ball and a bat. Each of the bats on your page has a letter written

on it. Each ball has a picture on it. Hatch the bate to the balls
by drawing a line between each letter and the picture that begins
with that letter sound. Draw a circle around a tool that a camp
counselor might use.

COMMENTS:

1111

1ST 35



II-3 ca Counselor

Draw a line between each letter and
the picture which begins with
that letter gonad. Drew a
circle around the
picture of a tool

. used by camp

36



B-3 Camp Counselor Map Skills

Maps are usually made so that north is at the,top of the Paga and
south is at th, bottom of the page. Look at the map of the summer
camp. In the upper right hand corner you will see two arrows. The

top arrow points to the top of the page. The "N" above it stands

for north. The iwrow beneath points to the bottom of the page.

The "S" beneath this arrow means south.

Beneath the map you will see two symbols connected with an
arrow. What is the first' symbol? (trees) What is the second symbol?

(mountains) Look at the map. If you start at the trees and move
toward the mountains, in which direction axe you moving? (north)

Sow do you know which way you are moving? (North is at the top

of the page.) Write N on the dotted line of the first problem
because you moved north from the trees to the mountains.

Continue in the same manner for the remaining problems.

COMMENTS:

IIIT

a
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$-3 Capp Counselor Nsp Skills

Print N or S on the blanks to tell the direction you must go to get from the

first picture to the second picture.

17
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B-3 Camp Counselor Final Consonant Sounds

Camp counselors take care of all of the children in their tent or
cabin. Match each camper to the tent where he should be. Draw a
line from the letter on each camper to the tent that has a picture
that ends with the sound that letter makes.

COMMENTS:

pointer
megaphone
bathtub

18T 39



11-3 Comp Counselor
Final Consonant Sounds

Draw a line from each letter to the picture that ode with the sound that letter
makes.

r

4

0

t.
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0-3 Camp Counselor Judging Relevance

Sometimes when you look at a picture you know right away that

something is true. Sometimes you know th0 something maykbe true,

but the picture doesn't really show you. For every sentence that
I will read, you will see a picture. If the picture goes lath the

sentence, circle that picture. If the picture does not describe
the sentence, draw an X on the picture

Look at the first picture on your page. Now listen The camper
is learning canoeing. Can you tell from the first picture that the

statement is true? (Yes, you can see the counselor helping the boy.)

Draw a circle around this picture because it shows the statement

is true.

Now look at the second picture and listen. The c counselor
Jteaches campers water safety. Can you tell t gen ce s true

by looking at picture-number 2? (no) It may be true, but you
can't see that in the picture. Put an X on this picture, because

it does not show that the statement is true.

Continue in the same manner for the following statements/pictures.

3. Thmi_22172ftlaVA221411E2222LEMAgEn12!atRE
wi true

4. At camp children learn to make things. (true) 1

5. At camp counselors teach children to play sports. (false)

6. Camp counselors enjoy being with children. (true)
re

COM4ENTS:
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8-3 Camp Counselor Judging Relevance

Listen to each sentence as I read it to you. If the picture scribes Aat

the sentence says, circle that picture. If the picture t describe

the sentence, draw an X on the picture.

....."-e'''.
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B-3 Coach (.1

41.

Coaches are workers who help others stay in good physical shape.
Coaches teach people different sports that will keep them active.
They help us use our bodies in ways that will keep us healthy,

Some coaches work in schools. They teach children about exerc4sev
and sports. Coaches teach children different) ways to use their.
bodies, so they will benkealthier. They trwto interest each
child in some4ind of aqtivity that will help the child exercise
his body. Coaches also teach children the rules of games and
sports. By teaching rules, coaches hope to encourage children

lib to play fairly safely. Learning thelrules of games and
sports keeps ch from getting hurtA If an accident happens
and someone is h ..t, the coach knows how help the child until
he sees the school nurse. This kind of hel is called first aid.
Coaches need to know about first aid in case ameone is hurt while
playing sports.

Some coaches are so good at one particular sport that they teach
just that ong sport. They may just work with football players,
hockey players, ice skaters, or gymnasts. Some professional sports
teams may have many coaches that are very good at some part of
the game. For instance, a major league baseball team may have
one coach. to teach pitching, another to teach base running, and
two coachesto teach batting - one for left-handed batters; one
for right-handed batters.

Coaches make sports and games safe. They help teach players the
best way to play a sport fairly and safely. They help us exercise
our bodies as we have fun learning sports.

B-3 Coach Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around those tools used by a coach at work.

Clockwise from bat and ball: shoulder pads, whistle, traffic light,
first aid kit, wrench, helmet, hammer.

COMMENTS;
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D-3 Coach

Dray a circle around those tools used by a coach at work.

Classifying Tools

a
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8-3 Coach

Draw a, picture of your favorite apart.

COMMENTS:

0

Drawing/Self Expression
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B-3 coach

Draw a picture &owing yoUr favorite apart.
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8-3 Coach Map Skills

This map shows a baseball diamond. The numbers within the small

squares are the bases; if is home plate. The pitcher is on the

pitcher's mound, a circle with a P in it. The triangles with letters

in them are the other players.

In the upper left hand corner of the map are the arrows showing

direction on the baseball diamond. Do you remember which direction

is at the top of the page? (north) If you move toward the bottom
of the page, in which direction are you moving? (south) The

directions moving across your page are west and east. When north

is at the top of the'pags, west is always on the left and east Is

always on the right. If the pitcher (P) threw the baseball to

first base, in what direction would the bail be moving? (east)

The problems on your page ask you about directions on the baseball

diamond. Look at the first problem. The first symbol is '3 in a

square. Put your finger on third base on the map.' The next symbol

isan arrow. It means "move to". The third symbol is a P in a

circle. ire your finger from third base to the pitcher's mound.

In which direction did your finger move? (east) Write E on the

line at the end of the problem because your finger moved aaqt -

Continue with the remaining problems.

COMMENTS:
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1-3 Coach Map Skills
.4*

Show the direction loved In each problem by writing No S, B or W on the line
at the end of each problem.
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H -3 Coach Initial Consonant Sounds

Coaches use different tools to teach different sports. However, at
work, most coaches dress in sweat suits and carry a whistle.
When coaches need their players to listen or atop what they're
doing, they blow the whistle loudly. The whistle will get the
players' attention even if they are making a lot of noise in agame.

Each of the whistles below has a letter on it. Draw a line from
each whistle to the sweatshirt with the picture beginning withthat sound. Pictures: quilt, helmet, zipper,, ladder, vacuum.

Draw a circle around the picture a coach might use at work.thelmet)

24T 50



11-3 Coach Initial Consonant Sounds
Draw a line from each letter to the picture
which begini with that letter. Draw a line

around the tool a coach uses at work.

51
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D-3 Coach Main Idea

Draw a circle around each picture that shows a job that a coach
would do at work.

COMMENTS:

25T
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1-3 Coach
Cad...ga MOS

Draw a circle around each picture that show a job that a coach would do at

work.

21
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8-3 Coach
Final Consonant Sounds

A football coach uses special tools or equipment to keep his

players safe. Each player wears a helmet to protect his head

and face if he falls. The players also use shoulder pads to

protect the upper parts of their bodies. The football coach helps

the players learn to put on their helmets and shoulder pads. It

is important for the players to wear their helmets and pads

correctly so they get the best protection from them.

MatCh the helmets and shoulder pads by drawing a line from the

I
.

ending in the,sound of that letter.
letter on each shoulder pad to the helmet that has a picture

Draw a circle around the pictures of things a coach might use at

r
work.

COMMENTS:
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8-3 Coach Final Consonant Sound

Draw a line from each letter to the picture that ends with that letter. Draw

a circle arouvd those tools a coach uses at work.

55
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B-3 Coach
Logical Validity
Classification

Coaches teach people about sports and thelikind of tools and equipment

used fdr each sport. It is important to use the right equipment

when playing a sport. Using the right equipment helps players keep

from being hurt.

On your page are several rows of sports equipment. In each row,

three of the tools belong to tho same sPort. nne tool or piece

of equipment is not used for that sport. In each row, cross out

the tool or pimp of equipment that does not belong with that

sport.

COME:NTS



8-3 Coach
. Classification

In each row, put an X on the tool or piece of equipment which does not belong.

2.

5.

N.

27
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Counselor/Coach Review Classifying Tools

Camp counselors and coaches often do the same kind of jobs. This

means that the counselor and the coach could use the same tools

sometimes. Draw a line from each tool to the worker who uses

that tool. If both workers use the tool draw lines from the

tool to each worker.

58
211T



Counselcir/coach Review
Classifying Tools

Draw a line from each tool to the worker who uses that tool. If both workers use

the tool draw lines from the tool to each worker.



B-3 UAer

Ushers are workers who help people find their seats in theatres,

playhouses,s and sports stadiums. Ushers stand near the doors

into theatre* When customers near the doors, they hand their

tickets to the ushers. The ushers read the seat numbers that.

are, written or the tickets. Sometimes the ushers tell the

customers how get to their seats quickly. Sometimes the

ushers actuall lead the customers to their seats.

When customers come into a theatre after a movie or a play

has started, the theatre is dark. The ushers use flashlights

to lead the people to their seats. The ushers movequietly,

so that they don't disturb the people already enjoying the shbw.

At sports arenas, the seats-are often outdoors. When ushers

in sports arenas or stadiums lead customers to their seats, they

often dust off they seats with a rag. If it has rained, the

ushers dry the seats for the customers. This helps keep the

customers' clothing dry.

Ushers give customers programs that, tell who is performing on

the stage. The program tells about the actors or musicians who

are performing. This makes the performance more interesting

for the people in the audience.

During the performance, the ushers stay nearby in case someone

needs help. If someone becomes 111, the ushers help the customer

leave the theatre safely. If someone is making a lot of noise

that is disturbing the performers pr the customers, the ushers

will try to quiet the disturbance. Sometimes, the ushers-will

ask noisy people to leave the theatre.

Ushers make going to the theatre or stadium a more pleasant

experience. They help us locate our seats quickly. They make

sure that everyone has the opportunity to enjoy the performance.

B-3 Usher
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by ushers at work.

Clockwise from megaphone; ticket, flashlight, butterfly net,

whistle.

COMMENTS:

29T 60
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5-3 Usher

Draw a circle around each tool used by ushers at work.

Classifying Tools



B-3 Usher Consonant Sounds

Ushers help people find their seats in theatres and playhouses.

They have to match ticket stubs to seat numbers, to find each

customer the right seat.

In each box on your page you will see a ticket stub with a
picture on it, a letter, and three "seats" (circles). Look

at the first box. What picture do you see? (ladder) What

letter do you see near the ladder? (d) Where do you hear the

"d" in ladder? Do you hear /d/ in the beginning, middle or

end of the word *ladder"? (middle) Print the d in the middle

sect or circle becimse you hear /d/ in the middle of ladder.

Continue with the remaining problems in the same way.

30T 64,
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8-3 Usher Sequence/Main Idea

The pictures on your page tell a story about the tasks an usher

does at work. The pictures are not in order. Put the pictures,
in order by writing a number in the small square in each picture.
As I read the story to you, I will tell you which number to use.

Listen to the first sentence. The usher stands, by the door
into the theatre and tells people where to find their seats.
Find the picture that shows the usher telling people where to

find their seats. Now write the numeral Iglu in the small square
at the top of this picture. r

Continue in the same manner for the remAininy statements;

2. The usher gives each customer a program to tell the customer
about the performance.

3. The usher takes special care with handicapped customers.

4. After the performance has
to lead late customers to

5. The usher helps customers
during the performance.

6. When the performance is over, the usher makes sure that the
customers leave in a safe, orderly way.

started, the usher uses a flashlight
their seats.

leave safely, if they must leave

COMMENTS:

32T
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B-1 Usher Sequence/Main Idea

Wits* mod print the mineral of the sentence in the picture it talks about.

I
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B-3 Recreation Cluster Review. Main Idea

Workers in the Recreation Cluster help us enjoy our relaxation.

time. They help us find interesting and fun things to do.

On your pages are picturis of workers doing different jobs.

Draw a line from each worker to the circle that shows some

of the tools that worker would use. Then, draw a line from

the worker's tools to the place where that person would work.

Look at the first picture. It shows a travel agent sitting,

at a desk. Draw a line from the travel agent to the circle

showing the travel agent's tools. Which circle shows Ole

travel agent's tools? (maps, telephone, tickets, pamphlets).

Which box shows a place where the travel agent would work?

(office with maps, books, etc.) Draw a line from the travel

agent's tools to the place where the travel agent works.

Continue in a vimilar manner for: tour guide and cadp counselor

COMPEENTS:
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6-3 Recreation Cluster Review

Draw a line from each worker to
Then draw a line from the tools

r

Main Idea

the circle containing that worker's tools.
to the place where that worker works.

a$ 0
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B-3 School Bus Driver

School bus drivers drive children to and from school. They start I
very early in the morning, so that the children get to school,,.

on time. They stop at each house to pick up children. %

School bus drivers work-in special buses. .School buses are all \ I
painted yellow, so that other drivers recognize them. Drivers

know that they must be very cautious when they are near school

buses. The school buses have spegial lights that come on when II

the bus stops. When the lights are on, other drivers must stop

their cars, eb let children cross the road. School buses have

.large mirrors on the outside so the drivers can see what traffic
II

is behind the bus. There is also a mirror inside the bus so

the driver can watch the children. Bus drivers must be sure

that all of the children are in their seats when the bus is moving.

There is a first aid kit in the bus, in case a child gets hurt II

or there is an accident.

Besides knowing all the traffic laws, rules, and signs, bus drivers II

must learn all of the special rules about school buses. They

must know when they have to use their special lights and when

ybs they have to stop their buses. Some bus drivers drive handicapped
II

children to and fIGM school. Thcy have to know about loading

wheel chairs and other equipment that the children need. Some

school buses have special lifts to help handicapped children
11

get on the bus

'b....At the beginning of each school year, the bus drivers get maps

of their bus routes. The maps show the bus drivers all of the
II'

houses on their route, at which houses they must stop, and where

they can turn the buses around. Hu drivers keep track of how

long their route takes them. They ear watches to check the
11

time they should be at each stop.

School bus drivers take a special test before they can start

work. They must prove that they are excellent drivers. They

are responsible for the safety of the children they drive. It

is not easy to drive and remember all of the traffic laws and

rules with a bus full of talking children. 11

B -3 School Bus Driver
Classifying Tools

to.

Draw a circle around each tool used by school bus drivers at work.

Clockwise from bus: sign, traffic light, ticket, lights, travel

books, map, wristwatch, whistle

COMMENTS: 3113
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3-3 School Bus Driv&r Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by school bus drivers at work.

Se
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B-3 School Bus Driver Short Vowel U

School bus drivers work in school buses. Say the work "bus".

In "bus, you hear the short vowel sound of u. The short vowel

sound of "u" says /u/. Can you name some ,other words with the

/u/ sound? (bug, tug, rug, hum, etc.)

Some of the pictures on your page have the short u sound. Other

pictures don't. Connect all of the dots by the short u pictures

to draw the path the bus driver takes to school. Do not connect

any dots that don't have the short u sound.. Begin at the dot

near the bus, because bus has the /u/ sound.

COMMENTS:

3117
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11-3 School Bus Driver Short Vowel is

To find the path the school bus takes to school, connect all the dots near
pictures with the short u sound.

Mit
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B-3 School Bus Driver Drawing/Self Expression

Draw a picture of your school bus driver and your bus.

COMMENTS:

37T
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8-3 School Bus Driver
Drawing/Self Expression

Dray a picture of your school buff; driver and your bus,

r4



B- .3 School Bus Driver

.1.

Sequence

The pictures on your page tell a story about a school bus driver's

day. Listen as I read the story. Put the pictures in order by
writing the correct number in the square in each box.

Listen to the first sentence. The bus driver checks his lights

to make sure they work properly. Find the picture that shows
the driver checlung the lights and write a one in the square of

that picture box.

Continue in a similar manner with sentences:

2. The school bus driver stops the bus at each house to pick

up children.

3. He turns on the lights to make other cars stop while the
children get on the bus.

4. The driver checks his watch to make sure he's on time.

5. After the bus driver checks his mirror\to see that the
children are sitting down, he drives the bus away.

6. The driver looks in his outside mirrors to see how many

cars are behind him.

7. Sometimes he pulls off the road to let other traffic go
by the bus.

8. When the bus gets to the school, all of the children get

off the bus.

COMMENTS;

38T



D-3 School Bus Driver Sequence

Listen and write the number of the sentence in the corner box of the picture

the sentence tells about.

7Th
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8-3 School Bus Driver Map Skills

On your page is a map of a school bus route. Listen as I tell

you the route the bus follows each morning. Draw a line to show
where the school bus goes. Put an X In the map at each place
where the bus stops.

1. The bus starts at the house near the circle.

2. Then it turns right at the circle and stops at house A.

3. The bus continues around the circle and stops near house H
to pick up three children.

4. The bus drives north to stop at House S, then
to cross the bridge.

5. Next the bus turns right at the next corner,
then turns at the corner past the barn.

6. The bus turns left at the next corner
to house E where it picks up two more

7. The bus turns left at the next corner
the school.

turns right

travels south,.

and travels, north
children.

and travels west to

0



School Bus Driver Map Skills

!Aston and trace a line shoving where the school bus went. Put an X on each

Alpo whims the Alialsoi bop stompod.
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B-3 Airplan Pilot

Airline pilots fly airplanes. They have special training to learn
about different kinds of airplanes, how they work, and what rules
and laws must be followed.

Pilots arrive at the airport long before the airplane is scheduled
to leave. They have to make a flight plan to let the airport
know the route they are flying,, how high they are flying, and what
time they expect b.. arrive at other airports. Before the plane
takes off, the pilots check all of the instruments and gauges
to see that they are all working properly. Pilots don't fly the
,plane if something is wrong. They wait until it is fixed.

When pilots are.nearly ready to leave, they put on a headset
which is connected to a radio. The headset fits over their ears
and allows the pilots to listen and talk to the control tower
of the airport. The people in the control tower tell the pilots
when to take off, which runway to use, and how high to fly. The
people in the control tower keep track of all of the planes that
are coming into and leaving from the airport.

Once in the air, pilots must keep the airplane on the course
that they chose in their flight plan. One of the instruments
that helps them do this is a compass. The compass tells them
whether they are flying north, south, east or west. Another
instrument pilots use is the altimeter. The altimeter tells the
pilots how high they are flying. Once the pilots are flying on
course at the proper speed and height, they can set the automatic
pilot. This instrument keeps the airplane on a constant speed,

course and height. If they need to change course for any reason,
they call the control tower to let them know. This avoids having
airplanes too close together.

Storms can cause airplanes too go off course and sometimes crash.
Other storms can close airp its that pilots are planning to use.

eliV
Pilots must be aware of the a er at all times. All airports
have very sensitive equipment ich keeps track of storms. Pilots
can look at weather maps in the airport to see if their courses
are clear of storms. If a storm comes when the airplane is already
fsn the air, the pilots call the control tower and advise them
that the plane is changing course. The pilots are responsible
for any change that is made and must make the final decision.

Pilots work very hard to make sure the, travelers are safe. They
travel all of the time and are usually home very little. They stay
in hotels in unfamiliar cities frequently. They have to be in
ekeellent physical shape. Pilots are checked by doctors regularly
to be sure they are healthy. Flying an airplane full of people is
a job that requires pilots to be-resitonsible workers.

411 (continued on next pagg4s..



B-S Airplane Pilot (continued)
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each picture of something an airplane pilot

uses at work.

Clockwise from Airplane: compass, radio and headsets canoe,

weather map, baseball bat.

COMMENTS:

41T



$-3 Airplane Pilot
ssifying Toot's

Draw a circle around each picture of something an airplane pilot uses at work.
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H-3 Airplane Pilot Vowel A

*a

Airplane pilots use weather maps to keep track of storms. They

can fly their planes more safely if they know where the storms

are.

At the top of your page pictures of a map and a plane. The
words "map" and "plane" both have the sounds of "a". In the

word "plane" the "a" says its name. This sound is the long sound

of "a". Can you hear the /a/ in plane? In the word "map" you
hear the short or /5/ sound of "a".

Tr.e small pictures of tools on your page are pictures of words

containing "a". Some words have the long or /a/ sound of "a"; others
have the short or /i/ sound of "a". Draw a line from each picture

that has the W sound to the picture of the plane. Draw a line from
each picture which has the /X/ sound to the picture of the map.

COMMENTS:

4T



D-3 Airplane Pilot

Draw a line from each picture having the long a sound to the plane. Draw a

line froa each picture containing the short a sound to the map.

Vowel A

42
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S-3 Airplane Pilot Time

A timetable is a sheet of paper showing what time different planes
leave from or arrive at airports. Airlines give timetables to
customers so the customers can choose the flight that best suits
their needs.

. On your page are several airplanes and clocks. Written on each
airplane is the time the airplane will leave the airport. Draw a
line from each airplane to the clock which shows the time it will
leave.

Look at the first airplane. This plane will leave at 3:00. Draw
a line from the plane to the clock which shows 3:00.

Continue in a similar mannet with the remaining times.

COMMENTS.

43T



D -3 Airplane Pilot,

Draw a line from the time printed on each airplane to the clock that allows

that time.

Time
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B-3 Airplane Pilot
Before/During/After

rilots do many jobs. Some jobs are done before the flight takes

off; some after the flight lands. Other jobs are done during

the flight when the plane is in the air.

The pictures on your page show some of the-jobs a pilot does.

I will read a sentence that tells about the picture. You will

tell when the picture happened - before, during, or after the

flight of the airplane. In the box in the corner of each picture

write B if the job happened before the plane moved; D if the job

happened during the flight; or A if it happened after the flight.

Look at the first picture and listen;

The. pilot looks at a weather map to isee.if there are

any storms coming.

When does the pilot do this? (before flight) Pxinta B in the

corner box of the first picture.

Continue in a similar manner:

2. The pilot greets people as they leave the plane.

3. The pilot sets the automatic pilot so the plane stays

on course.

4. The pilot gets to the airport early because he has many

things to do.

5. The pilot gives the
where he will fly.

6. The pilot tells the control tower that he must change

his course.

airline his flight plan so they know

COMMENTS:
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90
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B-3 School Bus Driver/Airplaa Pilot 'Review

School bus drivers and pilots do different jobs, but some of the

things they do are almost alike. Each sentence on your page has

a circle in front of it. I will read the sentence to you. If

the sentence tells only about the school bus driver, put an S

in the circle. If it talks about only the pilot, put a P in

the circle. If it talks about both workeL3, put S and P in the

circle.

Follow along as I read the first sentence. The worker checks

is vehicle to see that everything is working _properly. Does this

sentence te1I about the pilot, the school bus driver or about

both workers? (both) What will you write in the circle? (S & P)

Continue in the same manner for:

2. The worker turns on special lights to warn other traffic

that he is stopping. (s)

3. The worker checks his watch to make sure his vehicle is on

time. (SP)

4. The worker writes down the course he plans to take. (P)

5. The worker is responsible for the safety of the people who

ride in his vehicle. (SP)

6. The worker stops his vehicle at every house. (S)

7. The worker uses a radio and headset to listen and to talk. (P)

8. The worker learns all of the laws and rules about his vehicle.

(SP)

9. The worker flips a switch to make his vehicle driv.. itself.

(P)

10. The worker keeps track of the weather so he knows when storms

are coming. (P or SP)

COMMENTS:

45T
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B-4 School Bum Driver/Airplane Pilot. Review

Listen and print in the circle S for school Ws driver, P for airplane pilot,
or SP for both workers.

The worker checks his vehicle to see that everything

is working properly.

The worker turns on special lights to warn other

traffic thathe is stopping.

The worker checks his watch to make sure his vehicle

Is on time.

The worker writes down the course he plans to take.

The worker is responsible for the safety of the people

who ride in his vehicle.

The worker stops his vehicle at every house.

The worker uses a radio and headset to listen and to

talk.

The worker learns all of the laws and rules about

his vehicle.

The worker flips a switch to make his vehicle drive

itself.

0

The worker keeps track of the weather so he knows

9 3
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B-3 Trucker

Truck drivers drive trucks all over the country. They haul

all kinds of things with their trucks. Some truck drivers work

for large trucking companies who actually own the trucks. Other

truck drivers own their trucks.

Truckers are away from home a lot. Some even sleep in their,

truck on long trips. They must read maps carefully to find the

best way to drive and deliver their load. They must also read

road signs carefullg. Truckers can learn about these things in

special training schOols.

Truckers load their truck at loading docks. Loading docks have

wide doors so the truckere can back the truck toward the building

until the truck a/meiArches the building. The truckers lower a

ramp between the true d the loading dock to make loading the

truck easier. When the trucks are loaded, the truckers pull

carefully onto the highway. They check their side and rearview

mirrors to keep track of the traffic behind them. They pay close

attention to traffic signs to find the correct roads. Truckers

must be especially careful at traffic lights because trucks need

a longer time to slow to a stop. As the truckers drive down

the highway, they use CB radios to talk to other truckers. They

listen for reports of bad weather, traffic accidents or other

unsafe conditions.

The companies who own the trucks are responsible for keeping the

trucks in good repair. However, when trucks break down on trips,

often the truckers must make on-the-spot repairs. They carry a

tool box in each truck. The tool boxes contain wrenches and other

tools that might be needed. Truckers often carry spare parts in

case they need to replace something. Truckers always have lug

wrenches, jacks and spare tires in case they must change a tire

white on a trip.

Truckers do very important work. They carry all kinds of products

to the places where they are needed. Some truckers drive dump

trucks which carry gravel and tar to build roads. Some truckers

drive refrigerated or cooled trucks to carry fresh or frozen

vegetables and meats to supermarkets. Other drivers drive flat-bed

trucks which carry heavy equipment for factories. Truckers work

long hours to make sure that people get the things they need.

B-3 Trucker
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by a trucker at work.
0

Clockwise from traffic light: whistle, flashlight, pointer,

tool box, road sign, tools, truck, 5i:14110, road sign, road sip,

map, wind sock, CB radio. 413T
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5-3 Trucker

Draw a circle around each tool used by a trucker at work.

Classifying Tools

p.

1
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11-3 Trucker
Vowel 0

Two places bhalptrUCkers work are".on roads and at loadincirdocks.

At docks they load and unload goods. When on the road, tfiey are

driving to deliver goods.

Look at the two pictures at the top of your paqe. The pictures

show a road and a dock. Both words are written beneath the

pictures. The words "road" and "dock" both have the vowel "o".

In "road", the "o" says its name. This is the lonq vowel "o"

sound. In "dock" you hear the short aounclof "o".
f.

The small pictures on your page all have "se sounds. Some have the

AV sound heard in "dock". If the picture-word has the sound

you hear in "road", draw a line from that Iture to the picture

of the road. If the picture word has the so nd you hear in "dock"

draw a line from that pictlre to the dock.

COMMENTS:

47T

96

I
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B -3 Trucker Vowel 0

Draw a line from each picture with the short o sound to the picture of the dock.
Draw a line from each picture with the long o sound to the picture of the road.

7nitti-
1nr N riV3Y A 11'9 if On r



B-3 Trucker Time

Truckers try to make their trips as quickly and safely as possible.
Most truckers carry watches or have clocks in their truck cabs
so they can keep track of time.

Match each time written on the trucks to the clock that shows
that time.

COMMENTS:

48T
9s



3-3 Trucker

Draw a line from each time to the clock which shows that time.

\g
110

630
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8-3 Trucker Cause/Effect

Each row of pictures on your page shows two things that could
happen to a trucker at work. I ant going to read a statement to

you. You will draw a circle around the picture which shows the
outcome of the sentence.

Look at the pictures in row number one. Now listen. ,The trucker

drove over a broken bottle. Which picture shows the result
of driving over a broken bottle? (flat tire) Draw a circle around

the picture which shows a flat tire.

Continue in the same manner for:

2. The tiuck's engine stopped suddenly.

3. The trucker drove too fast.

4. The trucker needs help to fix his truck.

5. The trucker didn't check his load before he started.

6. The trucker drove onto the wrong road.

COMMENTS:

49T
100
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5-3 Trucker

Listen and circle the picture that shims the result.

4S

Cause/Effect

41111mommemommirmmosnompomummelmol
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I ,Movo.r.

Movers are people who are hired to move furniture and other
household items vhen a family changes houses. Sometimes movers

move families and their things a short distance; sometimes they
move households across the country. Museums and art galleries
sometimes hire Wavers to move very delicate things.

When a family is moving to a new house, they can hire movers
to do most of the work. Sometimes the family packs its belongings,
but movers will do the packing, too. Movers have special tools
to help them pack articles safely. Dishes are packed in sturdy
boxes, with thick paper between each dish. Glasses and cups
are packed in special boxes with cardboard separations between
each-piece. Careful packing will keep dishes and other breakables

from cracking and breaking. Often movers use wooden crates tc
hold Zelicate items like glassware and china. They use a hammer

an? nails to close wooden crates. Sheets, towels, and other
clot!': articles are packed in special boxes with plastic linings
to keep the articles dry. By using these special boxes and crates,

the movers keep the family's belongings undamaged.

Movers use dollies or hand trucks to move the heavy crates when

they are packed. A dolly is a wooden platform with four wheels.
The movers load several boxes on the dolly, then pull the dolly
to the van or truck. A hand truck has two wheels and a back to

lean things against. Boxes are piled on the hand truck, one on

top of the other. Whenthe mover uses the handles to tilt the

hand truck toward him, the boxes "4040 again'* thfx hark rest.

The mover can then easily roll the hand trick to the truck or

moving van.

Movers take special care to move furniture so that it won't be

scratched or broken. They cover the furniture with moving pads.

Moving pads are made of several layers of material. They look.

like quilts and protect furniture from scratches, chips and dents.

When everything is packed and padded, the movers use the dollies
and hand trucks to road the truck. Usually the movers place a

ramp between the ground and the the truck. Then they can roll

the .dollies or hand trucks right into the moving van. When the

van, or truck, is loaded, the movers drive it to the new house

and unload.

Although there are many ways people can
they sometimes hire professional movers
pack and move things in such a way that
hiring professional movers, people hope
moved safely.

bIT

move their own belongings,
. Movers are trained to
nothing is damaged. By
to have their belongings

103



13-3 Mover
Cl assi fying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by movers at work.

Clockwise from whistle: hammer and nails, hand cart, ball and bat,

dolly, moving truck or van, crate, ramp, pointer, moving pad.'

COMMENTS:

BIT



11-3 Mover

Draw a circle around tool used by

Classifying Tools

movers at work.

105
nreT finny Avail Am 7



B-3 Mover Vowel

Movers pack things in special boxes. 'The movers working on your
pages are sorting by vowel sound into.the two boxes at the top

of your page. One box has the numeral nine; the other has the

numeral six. Both nine and six have the letter itAatit they have

different sounds. The "i" in nine has the long vowel sound that

says its own name. "Six" has the short vowel sound.

Draw a line from each small picture with the lona "i" sound to
the box with "nine" on it. Draw a line from each small picture
with the short i sound to the box with the six on it.

COMMENTS:

521 10s
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5-3 Mover Vowel

Dm, A line from each pictuye with the 19n$ "i" auund to the box with the

nine an it. Draw a line from each picture with the short "1" sound to the

box with the six on it.
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0-3 Movvt Details

Listen to the sentence, then mark the picture which best shows
ithe idea n the sentence.

Look al the .first: two pictum., and listen. The mover places a

moving mad over furniture before carr in each ieee to the truck.

Which picture best shows "The mover places a moving pad over furniture

before carrying each.piece to the truck"? (second picture) Draw

a circle around the second ,picture.

Continue in the same manner with:

2. The driver uses a ramp to roll the dolly, loaded with boxes,

onto the truck.

3. Movers pack glasses in special boxes with cardboard divisions.

4. Movers use wooden crates to pack heavy breakable items.

5. Movers move several boxes at one time by loading the boxes

on a hand truck.

6. Movers pack carefully to avoid breakage.

COMMENTS:



B-13 Mover

Circle the picture which best shows the idea in the sentence.

3
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B-3 Trucker/Mover Review

Some of the sentences on your page talk about truckers; some

about movers. Other sentences talk about both workers. After

I read the sentence to you, write T in the circle if the sentence

is about truckers; M if the sentence is about movers; and TM if

the sentence talks about both workers. F

Listen to the first sentence: The worker packs breakable items

carefully so they won't break. Which worker does this sentence

talk about? (mover) What letter should you print in the circle?

(Id)

Continue in the same manner with:

2. The worker drives the loaded truck.(TM)

3. The worker makes repairs on his truck'when
(T or TM)

4. The worker talks on a CB radio to find out

problems. (T or TM)

5. The worker backs into a loading dock to pick up his load.(T)

6. The worker uses maps to find the quickest route. (TM)

it breaks down.

about traffic

COMMENTS:

55T



11-3 Trucker/Mover Review

Listen and mark in the circle T for trucker, M for mover, TM for both workers.

1 The worker packs breakable items carefully so

they won't break.

2 The worker drives the loaded truck.

3 The worker makes repairs on his truck when it

breaks down.
.0a

4 The worker talks on a CB radio to find out

about traffic problems.

5 The worker backs into a loading dock to pick

UP his load.

6 The worker uses MOPS to find the quickest route.

O
0
0



13-3 Rdilioad Engineer

Railroad engineers drive trains. They work in the locomotive engine

of the train. Thu engine provides the power to pull the rest of

the train along the track.

When at work, the engineer sits in the cab of the engine. Unlike

other types of drivers like truckers or pilots, the railroad
engineer does not steer his vehicle. Trains have special wheels
that ride on a track, so the train goes only where the track goes.
Instead, the railroad engineer watches gauges that tell how the
engine is working. Sometimes he makes adjustments so it works

better. The engineer controls the speed of the train by moving

the throttle. He must learn how to slow down and speed up the
train without disturbing the load or the passengers..

Learning to be a railroad engineer takes many years. First you

must become a railroad fireman. The fireman sits in the cab of

the engine beside the engineer. The engineer: helps the fireman
learn about the gauges and controls in the cu). He also helps

the fireman learn the rules and laws about trains.

Before an engineer leaves on a trip, he reads his trip orders.
The orders tell him when to leave and where to pick up train cars.

the orders advise him of any special track conditions that he

should be aware of. When he has read the orders, the engineer

checks his engine to make sure that everything is working properly.

Once on the main track, the engineer increases the speed of the

locomotive. He reads special signs along the track that tell him

how fast to go. He follows his trip orders exactly, so that he

avoids other trains scheduled on his track. Each time he nears a

place where a highway or road crosses the railroad track, the engineer

slows the train and pulls the cord on his whistle. Trains have a

special whistle that can be heard for long distances. The engineer

needs to let other traffic know that he is coming to the crossing.

Railroad engineers are responsible for the trains they run. Some

engineers work on trains hauling freight like new cars, coal, or

steel. Some engineers work on passenger runs, carrying people.

Other engineers work in railroad yards, running the trains for

very short distances. These engineers never take trains onto the

main tracks.

8-3 Railroad Engineer Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by railroad engineers at work.

Clockwise from watch: timetable, sponge , whistle, dancing shoes,

track, feather nitir, signal, train.

COMMENTS:
1ST

113



R-3 Railroad Engineer

Draw a ircle around each tool used by railroad ialgincera %

Classifying Tools

work.

1116
119 BEST CCPY AVAILABLE
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B-3 Railroad Engineer
Sequence

The i:ailroad engineer has renpnngibility for the train he drives.

He is also responsible for the goods or people that are on the

train.

The pictures on your page show some of the tasks thet a railroad

engineer does. Tell when each picture happens by writing a letter

in the square in the corner of each picture. Print B if the job

is done before the train moves; D if the job is done during the

train trip; and A if the job is done after the train trip. Put

an X on the picture that shows something not done by railroad

engineers.

Look at the first picture. It shows the engineer moving the

throttle. Does this happen before, during, or after the train

trip? (during) Print D in the corner of that box.

Continue in the same manner for pictures:

2. The engineer is given his trip orders,! which tell him where

he will go. (B)

3. The engineer looks for problems on the track. (D)

4. The engineer reports how the trip went. (A)

5. The engineer steers the train to keep it on the tracks. (X)

6. The engineer blows the whistle before he comes to the railroad

crossing. (D)

COMMENTS':

57T
115



8-3 Railroad Engineer Sequence

Listen and print 8 if the pitAmfe is be u& Elm train trip; D if during the train

trip; A if after the train trip. Put an X on the picture of something an engineer

does not do.

The engineer moves the train
throttle.

AM/ 411.

YmMsle11

The engineer looks for problems
on the track.

The engineer steers the train to
keep it on the trscka.

The engineer is given his trip orders,

which tell him where he wal. go.

The engineer reports how the trip

went.

The engineer blows the whistle before
he cows to the railroad crossing.

116 BEST AVAILANF



11-3 Railroad Engineer
Vowel E

Railroad engineers stop their engines at railroad depots or stations

to pick up passengers who wish to ride the train. Listen to the

words engine and depot. Both words have the letter "e", but they

don't sound the same; The "e" you hear in DEpot is the long sound

of New. It says its own name. The sound of "e" you hear in ENgine

is the short sound of "e". Draw a line from each small picture with

the short "e" sound to the picture of the ENgine. Draw a line

from each small picture with the long "e" sound to the picture

of the DEpot.

COMMITS:

58T 11*/



5-3 Railroad Engineer Vowel E
4

Draw a line from each picture with the short "e" sound to the picture of the engine.
Draw a line from each picture with the long "e" sound to the picture of the depot.,

dipot

ir'6"1111-Ili..
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H- 3 Railroad Engineer
Time

Trains have very close schedules and must be on time each time

they stop at a depot. Connect the engines to the clocks by drawing

a line from the time written in numerals to the clock face showing

that time.

COMMENTS:

59T
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B-3 Railroad Engineer

Draw a line from each time written in numerals to

the clack face that showy that time.

3:45 1==1

Ravi Phrasal(
VFW 41010.-.

r 1:45 =1
Roll 1 froisr.---10.

mor INF w ler"

12:45
i from

Now w wpm..

9:45
Krim +rice 014.-0,. I

INV 11111, NS

ga 120
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11-3 IVItronaut

Astronauts are workers who travel in outer space in special
vehicles. Most astronauts have several years' experience in flying
jet planes before they become astronauts. Astronauts receive many
years of difficult training. Even after all of the training,
some never go on a space trip. Some of these astronauts work
in the space control center, which plans and keeps track of space
trips.

Astronauts take many courses in subjects like math, computer
science, and rocket engines and fuels. They take trips to the
places where rockets and other space craft are made. They must
know every area Of space travel and equipment. In addition,
astronauts have difficult physical training to keep their bodies
in excellent shape.

Ark
When on a space triptlilstronauts wear special space suits to
protect them. The space suits keep their bodies at the right
temperature. Oxygen is pumped into the spacesuits so the
astronauts can breathe in outer space. Astronauts eat special
food that is easy to prepare when on a space ship. Astronauts
do experiments on space ships. They try to find out how life
in outer space will affect man and his activities.

Astronauts are very adventurous people. They are 8...ways doing
things that no one has ever done. They need to be brave.
Astronauts must learn things quickly, remember details for long
periods of time, and study a lot to learn new ideas and facts.
Becoming an astronuat is very difficult work.

Astronaut CIalisifyinq Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by astronauts at work.

Clockwise from dustpan: oxygen tank, launching pad, sponq(b,
special food, space suit, feather duster, watch

COMMENTS:

SOT
121
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D-3 Astronaut

Draw a circle around each tool used by astronauts at work.

Classifying Tools



H-3 As

Main Idua

Space trips are interesting to many people, so newspapers often

write about space travel. I will read some newspaper headlines

to you Print the number of the headline T read in the corner

of the picture that headline describes.

Look at the first picture and listen. Number 1: XR Missile

Lands on Moon. Which picture shows this? (first picturei

FirEEiiiii5ir 1 in the corner box because it shows heading

number 1.

Continue in a similar manner for.headlines:

--Astronaut-ifelks 33tt-Noen4

3. XR Missile Leaves Launching Pad

4. Astronaut Walks in Snac-

5. Space Craft Lands in Ocean

6.'Astronaut Wears Special Suit

COMMENTS:

SIIT

123
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8-3 Astronaut
Main Idea

Listen and print the numeral of the headline in the picture it talks about.

4

a

a

. yans'A..
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8-3 Astronaut Short Vowels A-E-I-O-U

astronauts work in space ships called capsules. A new capsule

is designed for each space trip and contains all of the equipment

the astronauts will need for that trip.

The astronauts on your page all have vowels printed on their

space suits. Match the astronauts to the space capsules by
finding the space capsule which has a picture containing the

short sound of the letteron the astronaut's space suit. Draw 4

a line between the picture and the letter which makes that short

vowel sound.

COMMENTS:

125

112T



B-3 Astronaut Short Vowels A-E-I-O-U

Draw a line from each letter to the picture with that short
vowel sound.

2 126



8-3 Astronaut
Long Vowels A-E-I-O-U

Space suits are made of two parts. The part that, covers the

astronaut's body is a fabric that helps keep ,the astronaut

at the right temperature. The helmet, which covers the astronaut's

head,is made of hard material to protect his head. There is a

microphone in the helmet, so the astronaut can talk when he

has his helmet on.

The helmets and suits below are all mixed up. Mitch the helmets

to the suits by drawing a line from each letter to the picture

with the long vowel sound of that helmet.

COMMENTS:

1

03T
127



-3 As Long Vowels A-E-I-O-U

Draw a line from each letter to the picture which has the long vowel sound of

that letter.



B-3 Astronaut Time

Guide the space ship through the stars by connecting the time
written on the stars.' Begin at the star nearest the spaceship.
Connect all of the stars in order from earliest to latest.

COMMENTS:

1141T .129



3-3 Astronaut

Connect the times written on the stars in order from earliest to latest.. Begin
near the rocktp

1100

Ikarlsr15

X130

6:00

00.1..0100.ftwooM. AMR

4
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8-3 Transportation Cluster Review

Draw a line from each worker to the circle containing that

worker's tools. Then draw a line from the tools to the place

where that worker works.

COMMENTS:

SIT
131
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8-3 Transportation Cluster Review

Draw aline from each worker to the circle containing the worker's tools.

Then draw a line from the tools to the place where that worker works.

SO
132
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B-3 Recreation Cluster Drawing/Self Expression

Draw a picture of your favorite worker in the recreation cluster.

COMMENTS:

SIT
134



5-3 Recreation Cluster Drawing/Self Expression

Draw a picture of your favorite worker in the recreation cluster.

V

s
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7 135
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14-3 Transport at ion Cluster Drawing /Self expression

Draw a picture of your favorite wiker in the transportation cluster.

COMMENTS:

S8T 136



8-3 Transportation CLuster Drawing/Self 'Expression

Draw a picture of your favorite worker in the transportation cluster.

423,
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B 3 Pre Post

Treatment

Date Cintro1

le"

Please Print

Name
Last name First name Middle Initial

School Town

Age Sex: Male Femal

Reading level_ Instrument_



1 The workers in this picture are truck
drivers,

4'

Itiich piece of equibment is a truck driver mostkely to use on the Job? Put a big X on thepicture of the equipment YOU choose..

41. radio & b, special
headphones food supplies ce tool box

140
BEST.,Giii'i



2. The child in this picture is answering the
telePhone.

Which worker's Job is most likely to include
the task of answering the telephone? Put a
big X on the picture of the worker you choose.

a. tour guide betravel agent c. usher

BEST COPY MILAN{



3. The worker in this picturesis an astronaut.

Which child is doing something that
Putlikely part of an astronaut's Job? Put a big

X on the picture of the child YOU choose.

a. exerciTling
lPingto keep i good b. h

Physical People plan
condition trips

c. reading a
MOP

142
BEST COPY AMP r



4. In this picture, a child is showing a new
student around the school.

Which work is Job is most likely to include
the task of showing people around in new
places? Put a big X on the picture of the
worker you choose,

a. mover
b. school bus
driver c. tour guide

4

143 BEST COPY AVAilitail



5. The child in this picture Is using a hammer

& nails.

tlhith worker is most likely to use a hammer &

nails on, the Job? Put'a big X on the Picture

of the worker you choose.

mover b. travel agent c, ughet

144
BEST PY rif4 ropli:



6. The child in this picture is reading atimetable.

Which workeri job is most likely to includereading a timetable on the job? Put a big Xon the picture.of the worker you choose,

a, camp
counselor b. pilot C. railroad

engineer



7. The worker in this picture Is an usher.

Which pieces of equipment are most likely used
by an usher on the Job?

torgalles c. tickets

146 BEST Copy AVAILABLY



8. This worker is a school bus driver,

Which Piece 9f equiPment is a school bus
driver most likely to use on the lob? Put
a big X on the picture of the equipment
YOU choose,

b. special
a. CB radio food supplies

c. side-view
mirror

147 usi 1,u141 whiditalat



9. The boy in this picture is teaching his
friend how to use first-aid supPlies,

Which worker's Job is most likely to include
the task of teaching someone to use first aid
supplies? Put a big X on the picture of the
worker you Choose,

a, camp
counselor bi tour guide c, usher

/

196
BEST COM Mei



10, The worker in this picture is a pilot.

Which child is doing something that a pilot is
likely to do on the Job? Put a big X on the
Picture of the child you choose.

a, helping b. hclping
People find people plan
seats tri s c. te I 1 ing time

149 BLS' CIr AVAZABLE



II. The worker in this picture is a coach.

r.

sr,

Which piece of eayiPment is a coach most like
r

to use on the Job. Put a big X on the picture
of the equipment you choose.

a. mcp b. row C.

a

15o BEST Lad

a



12. The child in thisvicture is using a
flashlight.

Which workei;lis,a flashlight most often on
the'fob. Put a big X on the picture of the
worker YOV choose,

a, astronaut b,travel agent c, usher

151 BEST COPY



13. The worker in this picture is a camp
counselor.

Which piece of equipment is a COMP counselor
most likely to use on the Job? Put a big X-
on the picture of the equipment you chnose.

a. hand truck b,softball bat c. wind'sock

a

152
BEST !WY AVAIITLE



14. This is a picture of a megaphone.

Which worker is most likely to use a megaphoneon the Job? Put a big X on the picture of theworker YOU choose.

a. railroad
engineer b,tour guide Cl travel agent

153 Bpi iota 6



15. The girl in this picture is helping herfriend plan a trip.

Which worker's Job is most likely to includethe task of helping people plan trips? Put abig X on the picture of the worker you choose.

a. mover
b, school bus
driver c.travel agent

154 BEST COPY AMIABLE



16. The child in this picture is reading
a sign.

Which worker's Job is most likely to include
the task of reading the kind of sign the
child in the picture is reading. Put a big X
on the picture or the worker you choose.

a. astronaut b. coach c. truck driver

155
BES'i Carl



17. This is a picture of a hand truck.

Which worker is most likelY to use a hand
truck on the job? Pdtabgkon the picture
of the worker you choose.

Gi camp
counselor b. mover c. travel agent

( 156 gal tai



18. The child in this picture is exercising to
keep in good phYsical condition.

41=11111.
'Which worker's Job is most likely to include the
task of teaching people to exercise in order to
keep themselves in nod physlca condition?
Put a big X on the P cture o the worker you
choose.-

. a. astronaut. b. coach c. usher

157 Alma ow' I aithaiatigil



19. The child in thi picture values getting
exercise doing thi alone. This morning
he woke up late .s miss the school 'bus.

Which way will he most. likely choose to get to
school? Put a big X on the picture of the way
you think the boy will choose.

c.walk to school
with a friend

b. ride to who also woke up
school with late a missed
mother the school bus

a. ride his
bicycle to
school

158

.1



20. The child in this picture has the goal of
Learning to Play soccer.

Which picture shows what is most likely the
best planning step? Put a big X on the
Picture you choose.
a. get the coach
to watch her b. make a
play & tell her schedule to
how to Improve practice every
her game day c.practIce

159
r 17 f\?Ay.
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CHOICE curriculum materials were developed at
Hid-Hudson Migrant Education Center and Jointly
funded through Career Education Incentive Act,
CETA. and Chapter I, Section 143 In cooperation
with Ulster County'llOCES..Putnae/Nofthern-
Westchester BOCES, and Mid-HOdson Migrant
Education Center, New Palts, Nov York.

CHOICE materials are available at cost through
Auxiliary Campus Enterprises. care of CHOICE,
P.O. Box 250, New Paitz, New VC:ft 12561.

Training and consultant services available.
For information, contact:

Connie Gans, Pat Hoppe, Elisa Ross, or Margaret Taylor
CHOICE
P.O. Box 250
New Peitz, New York 12567

Telephone 914-257-2117
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Level B3
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..../- COUNSELOR

SE E

RECREATION
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TRAVEL AGENT

COACH

I An
additional codes

dieb"Nt dr
.CHOICE,

ga°1#14.1)

USHER"'

available at cost

Y
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B3-DNGk-2 What I Value the Most

16

Directions:

Line the cards up. Put the
card that shows what's most
important to you at the top.
What's the next most impor-
tant thing to you? What's
least important?

Materials: -

Included:
Pictures
4 picture cards

Needed:
None

170
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Level 83
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RECREATION
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orgbieN
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111*%.:#7.4116

.030
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USHER

available Vat cost
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113 -Dna, -3 What Will They Do?

/

Directions:

People choose to do things
that are of value to thee.
Which solution will each
person choose?

Materials:

Included:
Titled pictures

Weeded:
None

177



PROBLEMS
-

a

9

John Is hungry;

Mary has no plans for
Saturdays

Marty has an bear before
bedtime

17s.



VALUES

reading books with I
of pictures



SOLUTIONS

have dinner with
grandma go on a cookout with

friends stay hungry

.1.4

see a spy movie

bake cookies see the dinosaur exhibit
at the museum

Alm

watch television
read about rof,ks an

mineral*
go to bed early



B3- -4. Joanna Plans

181

Directions:

Zoannals goal is to own
something she wants. She
sakes a plan and asks people
to help her get the thing
she wants.

Materials:

Included:
Story and pictures

Needed:
lone

182



STORY BY: DOLORES HAJOSY

ILLUSTRATIONS BY: ELISA ROSS

183



Joanna and her family had Just moved to New York from Virginia.

Her parents were looking for work in a fruit-packing house. Each day

when she walked home from school she passed a frozen pond. She listened

to the happy sounds and watched the bright movements of other children

I'm "Skating on that pond. They were like bright birds against the white

snow and ice. Joanna just wanted to spend enough tire living In one

place so Si":3 could make friends. She felt tired and cold(and lonely.

"If only I could go ice skating," she thought, "I would make new

friends and have fun." But Joanna didn't know how to skate. Besides,

she didn't even own a pair of ice skates.

-011111.1111111.11a1111.1.1111 " "4. I .0.



Tir
Joanna knew she would have to make a plan. First, she would buy

a pair of skates. Then she would learn how to skate. Passing the shoe

cobbler shop, she, heard loud, rhythmic hammeringe Joanna looked in the

window and saw shoes and boots and skates. She decided to 93 inside and

ask the cobbler about skates. As she opened the door the bells attached

to it tinkled. They sounded so bright and cheerful. The cobbler shoe

smelled of leather and glue and polish. She breathed deeply. She liked

the spells.

"Do WAI have skates for sale?" she asked. "Yes," said the cobbler.

"These used skates are merle of leather enclitic blades are very sharp.

They look like they miOit fit you,"

Joanna tried on the skates and they did fit: "How m th
N.

skates cost?" asked Joanna. .

"I can sell them to .YOU for four dollars," answered the filer.

Joanna's heart sank. Four, dollars was a lot of money. .She would

have to work to earn the. money. She thought of all the Jobs she did

at home. She dusted and made the beds and polished shoes for everioni.

'I give shoes a mean shine" said Joanna. Her eyes sparkled. "Can

work here to earn the money?"
. .183 BEST COPYIY
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"I any afraid that you are too little to work with the shoe polishing

machines, but .I will keep the skates for you until you have earned the

money to buy them, Good luck."

"I'll try," said Joanna, trying to sound hopeful. "I'll be back

when I've earned the cash. Goodbye,"

Joanna left the shop feeling sad and lonelter than ever. She didn't

hear the bright sounding bells as she shut "the door behind her She

wondered and thought, "How can I earn money?" She decided that at school

she would make a list of all the things shi did well. That would helP4

her to plan the next stens.

4 ,.11e. OM.
8 6 iui' 411A4ILE



The next day she wrote her list. Pablo, the 'boy behind her, asked

"What are you doing?'

"I am making a list-of all the things I do well," answered Joanna.

"You must be a good worker," said Pablo. "If you can du all these

things well, you can earn money."

Joanna smiled. "I want to earn money so I can buy a pair of ice

skates, Can you help me think of a ways

5
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141p.

Pablo thought hard. Finally he said, "Let's ask Mr. Holm, our

teacher, for help." Mr. Holms listened to Pablo and Joanna. He looked

at them. He looked at his shoes. They were scuffed.

"Joanna," he said, "if you can polish shoes well, 1 can give you a

Job. I don't like to polish shoes. My children don't like to polish

shoes. My wife hates polishing shoes, I will bring you all the shoes

in my house, and I will pay you fifty cents for each pair you poltsh

starting tomorrow."

"Oh, thank you," said Joanna. Pablo grinned. Joanna did not feel

lonely anymore. She made a plan, "I can polish two pairs of shoes in

one half hour. If I can polish two pairs of shoes a day I can make one

dollar a day. In four days I can make four dollars. In four days I'll

have enough money to buy the skates."

She looked up and saw her two new friends smiling. "Mr. Ho its,"

she said. "It's a deal. In just four days you will own eight pairs of

well-polished shoes." 6 1sb BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Joanna brought her tools and polish. For the next four days she

worked after school. She felt proud because she worked carefully and

the shoes shined like new when she was finished. *She was closer =to

her goal each day.

7
1 5:1
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L

After all the shoes had been polished and Joanna had earned her

skate money, she told Mr. Halms, He was glad that they had been able to

help each other,

"If you ever need shined shoes, tell me. be glad to do theM,"

said Joanna, smiling at her new friend.

8 1 BEST COPY AVflLABIE



The next ddy Joanna went to the cobbler shop. She saw her skates

through the window. They looked like new. Joanna went inside. "I see

you have polisheo those skates for me," she said gleefully. NI polished

shoes at school to earn money to buy these skates."

ft

"You have worked hard for your money. A hard worker will get what

she wants. If you ever need a Job when YOU are older and bigger, I

Apuld be happy to have you work with me as an apprentice," said the

cobbler.

41. 101

"Thanks. 1°11 be back to let you know how skating goes."

e . .400.101111.04
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Joanna paid for her skates. She felt homy and proud as she

carried the skates over her shoulder. She thought of the new friends

she had made, and the new skill she would learn with her skates. She

could hardly wait. 10
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D3-DMGR-5 Goal Steps

Directions:
1. mead the steps on the goal

attaining mountain.
2. Read the goal and the pic-

tures under it. Mad the
cards and put each one on
the picture that shows the
step to the goal.

Materials:
Included:

Pictures
9 titled cards

Needed:
None

194



ii<.....-.......-----............
cut 3 cards atAt.
along verfical and
hor'izontai lines

tut 3 cards °W-
ain verfical.and
haiizontal lines



GOAL ATTAINING MOUNTAIN
19 EST





83-149114-5

ACT

PLAN

83-1:01.4-5

83-M144-54

WHO HELPS

cut 3 cords out
along Verfical and
horizontal Ifrus

198
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Level 13
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83 -D to -6 What Next?

204

Directions:

1. Read the problems at the
bottom of each row, the goals
at the top of each row, and
the picture cards.

2. Put the cards in order ini
each row, to show how each
goal is reached.

.Materials:

Included:
Game board
9 picture cards

Needed:
None

202'



Ruth swims well.

a



WHO .

CAN HELP?

a

WHO
CAN HELP?

WHO
CAN HELP?

Iosh
looses his

offiework
PP till

0

206



so4 set vIii ph dramas on varigesgiied lwAtimited gases
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Josh pleas what time to
Meet the
hoc

ipic dot dot 41irse Wiaati erne 646011164:
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83 -DMGA-7 Spin--a-step (for up to 3 pi veers;

Directions:

1. Read problems under "What's
going on?" and under "Find
out: (1) obstacles, (2)
helpers, (3) time needed."

2. Pick a probliam to solve and
put a card on the board pie-
cure the spinner points to

Materials:

Included:
Game board
3 spinner cards
9 blank ..-mirds

Needed:
None

210



The tour bus gets a
flat tire on
the highway.

John wants to
organize a children's
sortball team.

The usher runs out
of tickets to sell
one half hour before
the movie begins.

What's going Find out
on ?

i« obstacles
2. helpers
'3,1 time needed

1. Bus gets a flat tire.

2. Bus driver chooses
a boy on tpe bus to
help her cnange the
tire.

3.Binldgirjractiliry

an hour to change
. the tire.

John needs posters
to get children to
join the new team.

. The storekeeper
can sell John
paper and pens
to make posters.

. It will take three
weeks to get
enough players to
form the team.

I

. The usher runs out
of tickets one
half hour before
the movie begins.

. There is no one
who can get him
more tickets.

The usher plans to
write the tickets
out by hand, then
he plans how many
will be needed.

Y MALIBU
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Make a plan Practice:
1. do
2.act

Problem
solved I

the bus driver and
the boy plan how to
change the tire
together.

John makes a pfift
of what to write on
the posters, how many
to make, and where to
hang them.

The usher plans to
write the tickets
out by hand him-
self, then he plans
how many he will
need.

3
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Time and Obstacles

216

Directions:

1. Set up game: spread CSSUCLk-
SOLUTION dards on table, next
to.same board, with time
values face-down.

2. Players choose identical
clock settings, throy 4ie,
and move correct nub of
spaces.

3. Players stop at each road
black, choose a solution
.card, and move clock 'ahead
the number of minutes indi-

. dated.

4. The winner reaches camp in
the least amount of time.

Materials:

Included:
Game board
15 cards
2 time clocks

Needed:
Die
Markers

217
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Obstac19: ,

*4.

.PARADE
i :-...e

,i:.:ii.

Splution: 4.
.

Take Detour.
.

. :.

cbstacici
,

CATTLE CROSSING

Mutton: .

Honk Horn.

OWacle: ,

CATTLE CROSSING
w

Solution:

Call Police, ..

Opstacle:
.

CATTLE CROSSING

Solution; -.

Stop & wait for them to cross.

Qbstacle:

TRAFFIC LIGHT STUCK ON RED

=WE:
Direct traffic yourself... i

a .4
I -,

M

4

t

sWit
TRAFFIC LIGHT STUCK ON

Solution;

Report to police.

Obstacle:

TRAFFIC LIGHT STUCK ON RED

=IL=
Honk horn until light changet!,

r 0

Obstacle:

CONTRUCTIC*1

Solution:

Drive rift throes.

Obstacle:

CONSTRUCTION

Solution:

Plan mother route.

Obstacle:

CONSTRUCTION

4olvtioDi

Take detour.
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113-3741-4 Marble Fun
Directional
1. Assemble game °A° frame

and deal out all tool cards,
2, Players get two tries to

roll marble into a locker
marble.4sa1ef identify eorkete
and discard ankropriate tool-
car4(U)

3. winner is first player to
discard all tool cards.

Materials:
Include&

GOMIS "A" frees
20 Tool cards

Needed:
marbled

k,

230
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B3-4112-5 Shopping Spree
Directions:

1. Players take $50 each from
bank, and take turns dialing
a:fucker and two appcuptiate
tools far worker.

2. Buy tools in the store where
the total price for both is
the lowest.

3. Winner is player who has
saved the moot money after
3.5 minutes of play.

Materials:
Included:

Worker-tools dial

Needekal
Play money



Halftones and Radio
$29.00

24j

Ball and Bat
$10.00

Exercise Book
$7.00

Life ir-J'-ck t
$9 (X)
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Tool Wool

1. Cat eat opt eheekteed whir wheel*
2* Place Imam *hid ee VIP 01 tea 1111011-
3. Pet paper fastener three* add-points of

both is to hold thee together.
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83-.76A-4 To School on Time

245

Directions:

Roll din to move along
spaces on road to school,
following directions inside.

Materials:

Included:
2 'Clucks'
Game board

Needed:
Die
Buttons, for markers

246
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cut out awl gams 6ie '1w abeks,ust,I4
fashoseS affach Noels ai clots
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2. Move clock ahead 5 minutes each time you pass
and correctly name a traffic sign.

3. Move clock ahead 10 minutes each time you
land on a traffic sign, or do not correctly
name a sign you pass.

4. Now who nas more time to play on the
playground? Look at the clock!

t11111111111111

10.
Start

249



*3-461t-3 Tool Fi

250

Directions:

1. Identify all tooli in

pictures.

2,11ead eaob a4uteCel"fii4litr
in n a m e of correct toc l.

f I

isaterialWW44"

Included:
Voider

Weed
one

r

4

t
"

r

251
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252

4

401

An usher uses:a to help people find

teleph0#10,,:

argftsigie

their seats In the dark.

A travel agent uses a A tour guide uses a

to make hotel reservations, to show people where to look.

253



filet -aid kit,

A camp counselor has children wear
a for water
safety.

2i4

flgahli ht

tick**,
1.1111

Coac s use a to get
the attention of
players.

255



1113-4'11111-2 Island Hopping
Directions:

1. Each player. 41kes :10de worker
card. ;

444.4..
1

2. Place tool 04firds, faizif

a

up,
on small islands.

ifs

3. Start fratnailr island . ;
1 and plan irx-cute ocuarsest t .

each small island ithere tOblie
!

of worker ate*laced.
travel-4s done on 11.411

-
...1

_,. :,

i 4. Throw die and nova along;
planned route, countingliaah

i intersectiontOf N-S and .11-W I
lines as a siair, 4/ I

S. IM

5. Maim and coilect v'" iatei
tools found ton is and I
return to main island-port. .
Winner in first player tip"

. lit return to main islass#629Ft.
.ft .4"4

;.

Mater

4t

Ia
ls: f

'minded:

0

A

.

.

A Worker cards :1,'-eeI(1*

,
4

/
le

rile ,

-6. Tool cads7.
,

2')
f

)11:

a

Needed: va',,,7"'A 44.. 6:14: is.--, .

ftDuttonsi ffdr rkers. °I s

Die ph
!

Pencils 626
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le

4°Scrap paper.. .
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B3 -JOR-1 Three Picture Stories
Direction:74

1. Students listen and look at
pictures as teacher reads
stories on bagks of pictures
14 picturas cach story).

2. Students re -tell stories,
using. pictures.

Materials:

Included:
12 Pictures,

an backs

Needed:
None

1 a

with stores
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CREATION WO

Jamie Johnson.
camp counselor

Steve Moore
tour guide

Connie Sanchez
travel agent
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(TRAVEL AGENT)

2. To .know about different places

around-the world, I see films and

read books, magazines, and pamphlets.

I learn about places people can

sleep and eat (like hotels, motels,

and restaurants) and interesting

things they can see (like the

pyramids in Egypt). I read books

about different kinds of may used
around the world, and the.:Costs of

traveling to places like England,.

Africa, and Puerto Rico.- And I see

films-about ways to travel, like by

airplane, bus, or train.

4

(PAVEL AGENT)

0.

3. My favorite thing at work is

using the telephone because I get

a chance to talk to people all over

the world. Yesterday I used the

telephone to talk with Mr. Martinez ..

in the Puerto Rico Hotel to tell him

that someone from -the United States

would be coming to the hotel.

or.

1.

(TRAVEL AGENT)

1. Hello! Ay name is Connie

Sanchez, and I'm a travel agent.

Listen closely while I tell you some

tg:
things. about my work in an office in

a:big city.

(TRAVEL AGENT)

4. Two important skills in my work

are listening and talking. When

people come into my travel agency,
they sometimes are not sure about

where they want to go. I help them

decide where they want to go by

listening carefully to what they like

and by asking then some questions
'about how much money they want to

spend. Then I suggest some places #-

they can choose from and I help them

plan their trips. ,

My work is fun for me. Maybe one

day I will help you plamia vocation
ti

trip.

'140
44
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(CAW COUNSELOR)

2. My job, as a counselor means
teaching children outdoor sports that
are fun and watching out for their '1,

health ands safety. This means I must
know what to do in emergencies.
Because I teach water sports, I'm
always eqttimed with-a-first-0d kit.
Safety is number one on icy list of
responsibilities. -

(CAMP COUNSELOR)

M

3. It takes a special kind of person
to be a camp counselor. In some
ways it's like being a teacher, since
you're teaching children new skills,
or at least how to improve skills
that they. might al ready. have.
Teaching means being patient with s
chi I drew. 4-At also means understanding
them. -In- order to teach children.how
to swim or play a game;!..I' tell them
what to.do in a way that they can-
understand. Then I watch them and

.t

tell them how they can *move At
what they're chaing.-io.ft!;:

.1474.4:14

=GEM
D

° r e

'41.;

' .414

1. Ply name is Jamie Johns V
been working all sumer as'e
counselor here at Ca* blitchatide.
Camp counselling is a griat job for
students who want-justsuisaar worL
I like it because I spend *7:
lot of time outdoors witifihildren
doing the things I like. tii:do:
canoeing, hiking, and, swimming::

*

4 AY,

(CAMP catiathisi

4. I use all kinds of tools for sly.
job., For safety I have life Jackets
and a-,,,,first-aid:.kit.: For au r
sports I have equipment.lika-ca
and balls and bats. For hiking I
sometimes use a guide ---.whidr.is
NAP of all the paths in
around the cam...

I like camp counsilll
sumer job. I'm outsidelimitrof
time. MI the sports keepime7in
shape, while I help childresitt'get4
shape and have a flairlsaf

a4 d
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(TOUR GUIDE)

2. These books-have pictures of all

places I give tours. .I have

read the .history of -mach place and

have studied theirt of each place.

It's my job to know everything

about a place, so when I'm taking

people on a tour, I can give them
accurate information and answer

their questions.

(TOUR GUIDE)

4.. Just as important as knowing the

history of a tourist spot-and using

my tools vroperly, is really liking

to beiwith a large number of people

for most of my working day: Getting-.

along with- all kinds of people means ,

being* able to talk and listen well.

Communication.is the key to this job:

(TOUR GUIDE)

a I

I. I'm Steve Moore. I've been a

tour guide for fifteen. years.

My work meeps me on my feet.

(TOUR GUIDE)

3. These are some of my tools: maps'

showing the locations of interesting

tourist spots; a pointer, which is a

long stick used to point out objects

so that a large number of people can

see what I'm talking about; and

probably the most important tool is

a megaphone. A megaphone makes it

possible for all the people in a tour

group to hear what i say.

268 CA.i)a car
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map
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Measure with Metric

4

271

p.

' a

. Ditiections:

Moose 6 objects, measure
them, and record measurer
imests.

rw

r

**tertian:

included:

Metric ruler
Metric tape measure
Meter stick
Pencil and paper

272
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B3-SA-2 Will They Fit?

2 7'i

Directions:

1. Measure and record largest .

outside dimensions pf life
preserier and doorviay of
boat house. Mill life pre-,
server fit through door-of-
boat house?

2. Repeat for suitcase, basket-
ball, and arm chair.

Materials:

Included:
Pictures

Weededt
Metric ruler
Pencil and paper

278
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beach ball -boat boucle

arm chair-moving van

preebrver.boat bottle

suitcase-- airplane

280
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D3-SA-4 Changes: Tell Six Stories

281

Directions:

Make tip and tell a story
about the changes in each.
set of picturei.

Materials :\

Included:
Pictures

Needed:
None



CHANGES
vlb 011111

41111111_
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113-SA-3 Measure Me.,,

285

Directions:

1. Measure 5 body parts and
record measurements.

2. ftasure and record height.

Materials:

Including:
Pictures

Needed:
Metric tape measure
Meter stick

286
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B3 -SA -5 Two Homes
"11+".m.="."Fm°..mmolrorrnmmmrimm.rolimmworwmr

Directions:

Place cards on home described
in story.

Materials:

Included:
Story
Pictures
4 cards

Needed;
None

290



TWO HOMES

Jody sat by the window and looked at the road. He was

remembering his old home. He felt sad that he had left his

best friend. He aid not have a best friend at his new home

He remembered the big yellow trailer and the pond naarAlk

That pond had been plenty of fun for fishing sw4

and skating.

Jody and his family had moved out of the tr

their landlord never fixed the roof or the flares,
.

came in sometimes and Jody and his sisters had

to catch the water.

291
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Now Jody lived further south in a small blue house and

it was never too cold. Orange trees grew near his new home.

The house was dry and there was a big porch out front for

playing on or eating on even when it rained.

Jody knew there was a playground nearby with swings and

slides but he had no friends at his new home. He felt shy

and lonely. He hoped he would make new friends at school.

Then he would have fun an the playground.
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83-SA-6 Friends Change

294

Directions:

1. Look at pictures and listen
to audio;tape.,

2. Draw 2 pict*es: an old
friend ani a. new friend.

r 7.111
%,

I

,

Materials:

Included:
Pictures
Audio tape

Needed:
Tape recorder
Paper
Crayons

29)



I'd like
A friend
When I'm
When I'm

NEW FRIENDS

to Iwie a friend.
could make me glad
lonely, bored, and blue,
feeling sad.

a
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(chorw0

Old friends, new friends,
Friends are 1rfs of fun,
Talking, running, singing,
In the rain. Or sun.

*11111r-

II

t

S

Help, help, help a friend
Each and every day. 1.

Work together, and find
Work can be like pla.is

too,

laughing

OLD FRIEN

Pk%
ibP

Nod

a
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ENDSHIP

horus)

ma.

OLD. FRIENDS

I like having friends.
Leaving friends is sad.
Tall ones, short ones,

big ones, small ones-
New friends make me glad.
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B3 -SA-7 Change and Improve

Directions:

Place cards on rectangles
to show interest, skill
improvement, e4prience, and
whether activity Non card is
considered 716ork" or-"LPlaY4m

Materials:

Ole

ti

Included:
Game board
6 picture cards

Needed:
None

4
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I am better at this work.
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CHANGE AND IMPROVE

I

I would like to learn

I am better at playing

this.
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113-SA-8 Work and Play

305

Directions:

Is the activity in each
picture work or play for
you?

Materials:

Included:
Titled pictures

.Needed:
None

tk
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WORK AND PLAY

CAMP COUNSELOR

COACH

MOVER

PILOT

TRAVEL AGENT

4

F

e
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ASTRONAUT

TOUR GUIDE

USHER

BUS DRIVER

RAILROAD ENGINEER
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